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Americana:  Americana:  Americana:  Americana:  a three-layer delight!!!  Apple Orchard, Vanilla 
Ice Cream & Blueberry Cobbler...... Truly ALL-AMERICAN 
 

Apple Orchard:  Apple Orchard:  Apple Orchard:  Apple Orchard:  A crisp, tart blend of delicious apples, 
apricot and pear with hints of line and fresh cut grass! 
 

Beach Blonde:  Beach Blonde:  Beach Blonde:  Beach Blonde:  A crisp, invigorating scent reminiscent of 
sand, warm suntan oil and sea mist. Very inviting & somewhat 
overpowering, hence the name... Beach Blonde! 

    
Birthday Cake:Birthday Cake:Birthday Cake:Birthday Cake:  Do you recall how wonderful birthday 
cake smells!  Have your cake and smell it too!!!! Rich pound cake 
fresh from the oven, topped with tons on icing. 
 

BlueberryBlueberryBlueberryBlueberry Blitz: Blitz: Blitz: Blitz:  Have you ever been awakened by the 
smell of fresh blueberry muffins baking?  This candle will make 
your home smell as if you are baking enough muffins to feed your 
whole neighborhood.  Heavy on the vanilla with ripe blueberries 
make this a fantastic candle to tickle your senses! 
 

Butter Vanilla:Butter Vanilla:Butter Vanilla:Butter Vanilla:  Rich creamy butter cake mixed with the 
sweetness of vanilla. Please don't lick the jar!  This candle fly’s 
off my shelves because of its ultra rich scent! 
 

Celebrity:  Celebrity:  Celebrity:  Celebrity:  Become your own!!!  This sweet, exotic, warm & 
spicy fragrance that quickly envelops & creates a mood of 
EXCESS. 
 

    



    
Chateau:  Chateau:  Chateau:  Chateau:  Set the mood for tranquility.  Relieve stress & 
create a truly soothing atmosphere with the timelessness of 
French Lavender from the hills of Provence.  I love this candle 
because it makes my home smell just like I am at a high end spa! 
 

Cinnabuns::::  Everyone knows how fabulous the Cinnabuns 
store smells.  Make your surroundings smell the same way 
without all the mess!  You will really enjoy this candle if you like 
"Cinnabuns" 
 

Cowboy:  Cowboy:  Cowboy:  Cowboy:  Leather, leather and more leather.  Do you 
like that "new car" or "I just walked into Gucci" smell?  If so, you 
will love this candle.  100% leather is all you get with this 
candle!  
 

CucCucCucCucuuuumber Melon:  mber Melon:  mber Melon:  mber Melon:  Fresh cut melon melded with the 
crisp cucumber - This is a summertime favorite! 
 

Diva:  Diva:  Diva:  Diva:  Have you ever smelled Angel perfume?  This candle 
smells exactly like it!  A warm and complex fragrance 
overflowing with the delicious fruits and rich florals.  Rich 
aromatic chocolate and amber complete this luscious blend. 
It's her world... we just live in it! 
 

Dolce Vita “Dolce Vita “Dolce Vita “Dolce Vita “the sweet life”:  the sweet life”:  the sweet life”:  the sweet life”:  Where sensuality and 

femininity live side by side!  Plunge straight into the heart of deep 
floral accords.  Full bodied Tea and bergamot begin the 
temptation!  Sabac, jasmine, orchid, freesia and patchouli come 
together to create the power to make everything seem more 
positive 
 

Drama:  Drama:  Drama:  Drama:  Rich vetiver, sensual jasmine, and feminine ylang 
ylang create an aromatic feast. Dedication to those of us who 
have over dramatic moments & those who deal with them. 
 

Elevate:  Elevate:  Elevate:  Elevate:  Deep sweet fig intertwined with plus * bergamot 
with an undertone of sandalwood.  A fragrance created for 
those truly on a higher plane!!!! 

 

English Ivy:  English Ivy:  English Ivy:  English Ivy:  Fresh and clean! A fragrance of sheer 
feminine delight, made lavish with florals blooming on a bed of 
English ivy.  Truly Enchanting 
 



Envay:  Envay:  Envay:  Envay:  Masculine patchouli, amber & velvet musk combine to 
mesmerize & amaze!! Extremely long-lasting, never complacent... 
Brilliant & Unforgettable! This scent reminds my friends and me 
of Calvin Klein’s Obsession.  Candle Color Steel 
 
 

Eucalyptus:  Eucalyptus:  Eucalyptus:  Eucalyptus:  Fresh, crisp and clean, very uplifting.  Very 
refreshing and almost medicinal!  I personally burn this candle 
together with Chateau (lavender) to make my home smell just like 
I am at a Spa getting PAMPERED! 

    
Fleur De Lis:  Fleur De Lis:  Fleur De Lis:  Fleur De Lis:  A timeless fragrance with a heady, sun-kissed 
feel wrapped in the exotic lushness of faraway lands!  Tart 
pomegranates create  the mysterious heart of the amazing 
fragrance.  An elixir for the senses! 
 

French Market:  French Market:  French Market:  French Market:  (A #1 Seller) Fresh floral with notes of 
gardenia and tuberose, extremely unique!  If you want your home 
or office to smell like a flower shop, this is the candle for you!  
 

French Vanilla Oak:  This scent reminds me of having 
a nice fire burning laced with vanilla.  One of my favorite scents 
 

Gardenia:  Gardenia:  Gardenia:  Gardenia:  Pure white gardenia capturers the innocence of 
springtime! I love the light clean scent this candle brings to my 
home!  
 

Girly Girl:  Girly Girl:  Girly Girl:  Girly Girl:  Starts beautiful, sweet and slightly innocent. 
Quickly becomes brisk and fabulously flirtatious.  Do you 
remember "Loves Baby Soft Perfume"? 
 

Glamtastic:  Glamtastic:  Glamtastic:  Glamtastic:  Floral with a hint of fresh berries!   Rich 
blackberry unites with the glamorous pomegranate to create 
luxurious bliss!  Delicious vanilla with a minute amount of lilac 
seduces and warms the imagination!  An unconstrained 
celebration of spring! 
 

Goldleaves:  Goldleaves:  Goldleaves:  Goldleaves:  Jasmine, hyacinth and exotic lily of the valley 
meld with a background of moss and mush to create an elaborate 
feast for the senses. Very Classy! 
 

    



High Maintenance:  High Maintenance:  High Maintenance:  High Maintenance:  Tyler Candles #1 fragrance! Floral 
woody blend combined with patchouli and vanilla with a heavy 
musk undertone. Very sophisticated and truly addictive.  Men and 
woman love the scent of this candle equally! 
 

High Profile:  High Profile:  High Profile:  High Profile:  Welcome to a vibrant lifestyle that emits 

glamour, sophistication and unforgettable experiences!  Lemon is 
infused with tuberose, gardenia and jasmine to release an 
explosion of life.  I hate to date myself, but this scent reminds me 
of "Loves Lemon Perfume" 
 

Hippie Chick:  Hippie Chick:  Hippie Chick:  Hippie Chick:  A hint of the freshest vanilla bean melds with 
rich exotic patchouli to transport you legally to the days of the 
"VW" bus, Rock & Roll and tie dye 
 

Hollywood:  Hollywood:  Hollywood:  Hollywood:  Lights - Camera - Action! Adjust your glam 
meter with this Fabulous Fragrance! So many exquisite aroma 
levels it is sure to be an instant hit!  I have customer that loves 
this scent so much that she buys a 70 oz candle once a month 
together with all the other sizes! 
 

IIIIndulge:  ndulge:  ndulge:  ndulge:  Brown sugar layered between sweet applesauce 
and tart apples.  Sprinkled with cinnamon and clove to complete 
this irresistible delight!  Reminds me of a butterscotch candy. 
 

Intense:  Intense:  Intense:  Intense:  Do you like the way Drakkar smells?  A provocative 
masculine scent, mysterious & powerful, yet slightly youthful 
and naive! 
 

Ira Jean:  Ira Jean:  Ira Jean:  Ira Jean:  A tribute to eternal femininity and southern 
refinement! Beautiful floral bouquet of Jasmine and Rose 
combines with Musk and Sandalwood. This is a truly captivating 
fragrance is then topped with a blend of fruity notes of 
Pineapple, Raspberry and Peach 
 

Kaffe:  Kaffe:  Kaffe:  Kaffe:  An edible indulgence! Strong coffee enriched with 
sweet caramel. Ultimately a warm inviting aroma blended with 
creamy vanilla! 
 

Kathina:  Kathina:  Kathina:  Kathina:  Sensual Lily of the valley intertwined with citrus 
and rose. Very dramatic and overdone. This is a customer 
favorite! 
 



Lavish:  Lavish:  Lavish:  Lavish:  a beautiful floral bouquet with jasmine, lily of the 
valley, peony and honeysuckle. The enticing essence of this 
fragrance will envelop you in a sumptuous symphony of 
sensation 
 

Limelight:  Limelight:  Limelight:  Limelight:  This invitingly clean, fresh fusion of pure 
mandarin oranges with a shocking touch of lime as a top note. A 
slight undertone of rich vanilla bean oil gives this a unique twist. 
 

Lipstick:  Lipstick:  Lipstick:  Lipstick:  Gourmet berry fragrance with a hint of sweet 
strawberry and the tartness of pomegranates. A wonderful 
unique scent 

    
Mango Tango:  Mango Tango:  Mango Tango:  Mango Tango:  A sweet and juicy dance for the senses!! 
Rich mango, sweet papaya, and tart guava create this luscious 
fragrance! Create your own tropical paradise! Make your 
surrounds smell like you are on vacation! 

Mediterranean Fig:Mediterranean Fig:Mediterranean Fig:Mediterranean Fig:        Sunbaked Italian figs mixed with a 
hint of sandalwood and musk and a nice spicy twist. A wonderful 
scent to tingle the senses! 
 

Mulberry Moments:  Mulberry Moments:  Mulberry Moments:  Mulberry Moments:  Men seem to love this candle. 
(Including my own man)  It is a fresh and fruity smell.  Maybe 
because it reminds him of Mike & Ike candy! 
 

Mulled Cider:  Mulled Cider:  Mulled Cider:  Mulled Cider:  Do you like the smell of cloves and 
Cinnamon?  If you do, you will love this candle.  It smells exactly 
as good mulled cider tastes!  I love this candle, apples, citrus, 
cinnamon and cloves make your surroundings smell YUMMY! 
 

Orange Vanilla:  Orange Vanilla:  Orange Vanilla:  Orange Vanilla:  Do you remember that wonderful 50/50 
bar from the ice cream man?  (Also known as a creamsicle)  
Orange sherbet and vanilla ice cream is exactly what this candle 
smells like! 
 

Original:  Original:  Original:  Original:  Earthy and clean.  Roses, vetiver, lavender and 
spice with a hint of patchouli. Very Old World. 
 

Paris:  Paris:  Paris:  Paris:  An exquisite blend of bergamot, rose, ad wild berries. 
Truly luxurious and stunning.  Very unique and delightful! 
 



Passion:  Passion:  Passion:  Passion:  YUMMY!  Strawberries and whipped cream!  This is a 
light a fruity scent.  Now that you have the candle all you need is 
the champagne! 
 

Patchouli:  Patchouli:  Patchouli:  Patchouli:  A rich and exotic blend of herbs and 
spices...Quick to capture your imagination and transcend you to 
the mysterious Far East. (For a softer scent try Hippie Chick) 

    
Peachy KingPeachy KingPeachy KingPeachy King - Your mouth will water with this sweet and 
juicy fragrance. Ripe peaches fit for royalty. 
 

Pearberry:  Pearberry:  Pearberry:  Pearberry:  Crisp fresh pears with a fresh berry puree!  
Fresh, clean and delightful!  This is such a unique and wonderful 
scent you will love it! 
 

Pineapple Crush:  Pineapple Crush:  Pineapple Crush:  Pineapple Crush:  One Pina Coloda coming up! This is the 
candle that started my addiction to Tyler Candles! A tantalizing 
burst of fresh sweet pineapple. Truly mouthwatering. 
 

PMS:  PMS:  PMS:  PMS:  Fresh baked German chocolate cake! Yummy!  Smells like 
a "Mounds Candy Bar" tastes! 
 

Prestige:  Prestige:  Prestige:  Prestige:  The now and forever fragrance!  Worldly, 

sophisticated, surprisingly sexy! The sweet smell of jasmine and 
rose will enchant and delight!  Followed with the dramatic 
sandalwood, vanilla cedar and musk to captivate and seduce. 
 

Princess:  Princess:  Princess:  Princess:  Are you the Princess of your castle?  This candle 
will make your surroundings smell fit for a Queen. The heart of 
this fragrance is earthy white flowers grounded in deep moss. 
Slightly obsessive and overindulgent 
 

PriPriPriPristine:stine:stine:stine:  An invitingly clean supremely luxurious fresh 
fragrance! Fresh Linen, Cool and INVIGORATING! Make your 
home smell like you just spent hours cleaning! This is a customer 
favorite any time of year! 
 

Rough n Rugged:  Rough n Rugged:  Rough n Rugged:  Rough n Rugged:  Very masculine, yet fresh and 
outdoorsy. A rich blend of vetiver, wood, tobacco and spice 
makes this amazing fragrance a celebration of the roughest 
Texas Cowboy. 
 



Sheer Rain:  Sheer Rain:  Sheer Rain:  Sheer Rain:  After the rain has stopped and you step outside 
and everything smells fresh and clean.... that is what this candle 
smells like! 
 

Snickerdoodles:  Snickerdoodles:  Snickerdoodles:  Snickerdoodles:  This scent will get your tummy in the 
mood for cookies!  Is she baking or is it the candle? This 
fragrance combines rich butter cream with cinnamon, vanilla, 
and a touch of coconut and pecans. Your guests will run to the 
kitchen to see what's in the oven! 
 

Sugar Baby:  Sugar Baby:  Sugar Baby:  Sugar Baby:  Innocent and sweet! Sugarcane with a kiss of 
raw vanilla, sweet milk, and cream undertones complete this 
impeccable fragrance!  

 

Superstar:  Superstar:  Superstar:  Superstar:  Stargazers and gardenia's is what this scent 
reminds me of. A complex floral blend. Legendary among the 
famous (we can't name names) the fabulous and the fashionable.  
This too is one of my favorite scents! 

 

2 Spoiled:  2 Spoiled:  2 Spoiled:  2 Spoiled:  a complex dramatic blend of over 350 unique 
essences! Created for those who have everything that their 
heart desires! This candle smells like those expensive little 
soaps that come in all different colors, shapes and sizes!  

 

24K:  24K:  24K:  24K:  One of the most exquisite scents - rich currants with 
green undertones. A Hollywood Favorite!  

 

TTTTerrazzo:  errazzo:  errazzo:  errazzo:  Transport yourself to an Italian garden! Italian 
citron, bergamot, and Italian mandarin meld over Iris and musk 
with grapefruit and sweet sun dried tomato leaves. Italiano at its 
meglio (best)! 
 

ThornappleThornappleThornappleThornapple: : : :  This candle is loaded with fresh green apples.  
This is a fantastic summer scent    

    
Twenty four Seven Glam: Twenty four Seven Glam: Twenty four Seven Glam: Twenty four Seven Glam: For everyone which 
glamour is not an option but a true necessity! Who would simply 
just Never..... Voluptuous vetiver, vanilla and heliotrope 
combined with violet and jasmine make up the heart of this 
creation, then mandarin, succulent peaches and English ivy 
complete the soul! 
 



Tyler:  Tyler:  Tyler:  Tyler:  Bursting with the medley of currant and grapefruit. A 
dash of green undertones adds an opulent twist. Firmly 
grounded with confidence. 
 

Tyler Rose:  Tyler Rose:  Tyler Rose:  Tyler Rose:  Tyler Texas is known all over the world for 
its prized roses. This is the only fragrance worthy of its name -- 
Tyler Roses.  You’re surrounded in a beautiful rose garden.  
What could be better! 
 

VIP:  VIP:  VIP:  VIP:  Bold mandarin & decadent Brazilian oranges swirl with 
Italian bergamot to build & intensify frenzy for the elite! Sage, 
ylang ylang, cedarwood inspire an upscale undertone! Not 
conceited…only convinced 
 

Wisteria Lane:  Wisteria Lane:  Wisteria Lane:  Wisteria Lane:  No Desperate House here!  Classic Peony & 
feminine Lily of the Valley blend to create a powerful debut! 
Indian Jasmine melds with a fresh burst of fruit to surprise and 
delight! Precious Woods, soft musk and rich Amber tones create 
a mysterious finale! 
 

Vanilla Ice Cream Macadamia:  Vanilla Ice Cream Macadamia:  Vanilla Ice Cream Macadamia:  Vanilla Ice Cream Macadamia:  Rich Vanilla ice 
cream dusted with macadamia nuts and almonds.  If the butter 
vanilla is too heavy for you, this is a great lighter scent! 
 

Vanilla Rumba:  Vanilla Rumba:  Vanilla Rumba:  Vanilla Rumba:  Rich vanilla with a twist of rum!  IF you 
have a little pirate in you... this is your scent! 
 

Warm Cinnamon:  Warm Cinnamon:  Warm Cinnamon:  Warm Cinnamon:  Do you like "Jolly Rancher" Fire 
sticks?  This is a red hot scent you will really enjoy! 
 

Warm Sugar Cookie:Warm Sugar Cookie:Warm Sugar Cookie:Warm Sugar Cookie:   Do you love the smell of fresh 
baked cookies? Get All the great things about fresh baked 
cookies without any calories! WONDERFUL AND ADDICTIVE!   
 
 

Check out our Gift Sets!  Everyone Loves Check out our Gift Sets!  Everyone Loves Check out our Gift Sets!  Everyone Loves Check out our Gift Sets!  Everyone Loves 
to get Scented Cato get Scented Cato get Scented Cato get Scented Candles!ndles!ndles!ndles!    
    
    
    
    
 



 
 

                                    Gift SetsGift SetsGift SetsGift Sets    
 
“A mothers LoveA mothers LoveA mothers LoveA mothers Love”  - Encouragement (Gardenia) Patience 
(warm sugar cookie) and Unconditional Love (passion) 
 
 

“Baked” “Baked” “Baked” “Baked” ----      Warm sugar cookie, Butter Vanilla and Cinnabuns 

 
 

“Cheaper than Therapy” “Cheaper than Therapy” “Cheaper than Therapy” “Cheaper than Therapy” ––––    Passion, Beach Blonde 
and Cowboy 
 
 

“Diva”  “Diva”  “Diva”  “Diva”  ----        Diva, High Maintenance and Drama 
 
 

“Floral”  “Floral”  “Floral”  “Floral”  ----        Goldleaves, French Market and English Ivy 
 
 

“Get Well Soon”  “Get Well Soon”  “Get Well Soon”  “Get Well Soon”  ----     Oh Honey, Eucalyptus and Mulled 
Cider 
 
 

“God Bless America” “God Bless America” “God Bless America” “God Bless America” ----        Apple orchard, Vanilla Ice 
Cream and Blueberry cobbler 
 

    
“Happy Birthday” “Happy Birthday” “Happy Birthday” “Happy Birthday” ----        Birthday cake, warm sugar cookie and 
vanilla ice cream 
 
 

“Pamper me Please”  “Pamper me Please”  “Pamper me Please”  “Pamper me Please”  ----        Atmosphere, superstar and Girly 
Girl 
 

“Queen for a Day”  “Queen for a Day”  “Queen for a Day”  “Queen for a Day”  ----        Stilettos (intense), Lipstick and 
Attitude (mulberry moments) 
 
If you are looking for a spiced scent from the holiday season, 
please be sure to ask us if we have it in stock.  We try to carry 
some of the scents year around because they are so well liked! 



3.4 oz Candle $6.50 - 11 oz Candle $13.00 - 22 Oz Candle $19.50 
 

70 oz Candle is Gift Box $75.00 
Gift Sets $20.00 
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